
2018-07-16 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes

Things to make you go hmmmm:  The annual number of worldwide shark bites is 10 times less than the number of people bitten by other people in New 
York.

And now - have a great week!

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang help student to use greenroute extractor under their google 
apikey.

add wildcard matching in fire-per-space PR for clowder.

PR to find all datasets which indirectly contain a given file.

Daily BD extractor/converter maintenance.

Done: 

Daily BD extractor/converter maintenance.
help student to use greenroute extractor under their google 
apikey.
upload some files for greenroute extractor.

In Review:

add wildcard matching in fire-per-space PR for clowder.
PR to find all datasets which indirectly contain a given file.

Benjamin 
Galewsky

ESIP Conference

Deploy Clusterman to Prod

Chen Wang SMM

demos (MIT media cloud and Miran media)
BAE login and matrix display

INCORE

pull requests
semantics
TBD

SMM

MIT media cloud demo
BAE login, matrix display, and automatically update out-dated 
results

INCORE

INCORE pull requests merged
semantics add a definition endpoint (just testing, not sure if that's 
what we want to eventually)

Christopher
Navarro CoverCrop / FarmDoc

Finish shared vm setup
dev meeting
code review

Ergo/KISTI
Work on Ergo 4.0 release

IN-Core
Code review
Finish buried pipeline damage
Look into building portfolio issue

 

Craig Willis    

Gowtham 
Narahariset
ty

INCORE:

INCORE-328: Migrate Vocab server to new one and set up
INCORE-417: Resolve the log problem-Centralized Logging
Hurricane Hazard model code - Review and plan to 
implement
Get the fragility migrations reviewed by the team - decide 
on how to handle Centerville fragilities

FARMDOC:

FD-40: Recreate postgres database on fd-postgres
FD-39: Link up front-end model page with datawolf

INCORE:

INCORE-328: Migrate Vocab server to new one and set up - 
InProgress
Hurricane Hazard model code - Reviewed

FARMDOC:

FD-40: Recreate postgres database on fd-postgres
FD-39: Link up front-end model page with datawolf

Htut Khine 
Htay Win
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Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

   - Deploy Latest Geodashboard-v3 front end and back end in seagrant-
dev. Set up update scripts and instructions for deployments.

Jing Ge    

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry Follow ups from DIBBS/NDS Workshops (e.g. new 

connections, etc)
NCSA Software
HR
Vacation

Follow ups from DIBBS/NDS Workshops (e.g. new connections, 
etc)
NCSA Software
HR
Vacation

Luigi Marini
IMLCZO All hands slides
Pearc CLowder slides
Industry presentation slides
GEOD V3 core review
Clowder extraction by space

IMLCZO slides
Industry presentation
Geod code reviews, debugging
Nebula fixes
BD pdf text simple extractor

Marcus 
Slavenas

   

Maxwell 
Burnette finish adjustment to fullfield thumbnail generation

Todd pipeline "onboarding" and checklist
ECSS processing
percentage adjustment

thumbnail fix for fullfield applied
several meetings around pipeline operational checklist generation
orientation meetings on new project
resume reviews

Michal 
Ondrejcek In-Core

Population dislocation  , conversion from INCORE-467
Java to Python

Farmdoc
start with React
add functions to the model and add new (table) json 
output, 

 

review scenarios

In-Core
started

Farmdoc
done
functions yes, one output
done

Sara 
Lambert NDS

Support esiphub workshop
Crops in Silico

Allow user to Load a graph from database
Allow user to Save a graph to database
Allow user to Delete their saved Specs / Graphs from 
the database

Industry
Investigate problematic proxy POST/PUT behavior

NDS
esiphub was mildly successful, with a dash of anxiety and 
despair

Crops in Silico
Save/load graphs from database now working
Delete buttons now mostly working
Minor UX improvements

Added scrollbars to edit sidebar and model palette
Auto-save to browser's localStorage every few seconds
Load from browser's localStorage if page is refreshed

Industry
Had to give up on the proxy - Play framework seems to be 
coercing binary data in request bodies (e.g. a zip file 
upload) into a String and I'm not sure how to prevent this

  - Jira project doesn't exist FD-38

or you don't have permission to view 

it.
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Michelle 
Pitcel GLTG

 -   GLGVO-457 Full State Statistics DONE

In Review:

 

 - GEOD-1090 V3 Optional Info Buttons on 

 the Explore Page DONE

 

 - GEOD-1111 V3 Explore Page Accordion 

Options DONE

 

 - GEOD-1112 V3 Explore Page Improve 

 Pills DONE

 

 - GEOD-1114 V3 Explore Page Collapsible 

Accordions DONE

IMLCZO
Re-run Parsers for Flux Tower and Allerton non-
Decagon

 

 - IMLCZO-216 Parse the Fowler Farm and 

 River Bend Data DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-240 Mahomet Old-Style Parser Cron 

 Setup DONE

In Review:

 

 - IMLCZO-236 Add Pygeotemporal Parser 
 Configs for Fowler Farm and River Bend

DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-239 Annual Meeting Slides for 

 Sources DONE

GLTG

  GEOD-1090 DONE

  GEOD-1111 DONE

  GEOD-1112 DONE

  GEOD-1114 DONE

  GLGVO-457 DONE

IMLCZO
Re-ran Parsers for Flux Tower and Allerton non-Decagon

  IMLCZO-216 DONE

  IMLCZO-236 DONE

  IMLCZO-239 DONE

  IMLCZO-240 DONE

  IMLCZO-241 DONE

Pramod 
Rizal

 
 Knowtebook CILogon via Google, Github fixed! 
When I thought Knowtebook was done, fixed the issue with helm 
failing to pull notebook docker image
Fixed a transaction issue and documented "running pycsw-server 
as a docker service"

Rob Kooper    

Sandeep 
Puthanveeti
l Satheesan

   

Shannon 
Bradley VSL Calendars, Time Sheets, and other various HR duties

Follow up on GitLab
Finance Followup
Reviews prep
TERRA Report
Brown Dog SLA
GLTG Task creation/follow up

 

Yan Zhao  
 BD

connect with PECAN people about ncdf's problem.
check dockerswarm.Swarmswarm for jupyter, not finish

CC
fix 4 pull request comment, no new work

Yong 
Wook Kim Work on individual incore service dockers

Deploy pycsw and extractors-geo in agri-clowder
Check dron data and work with new extractors-geo

Created individual incore service dockers
Checked and tested dron data and uploaded in agri-clowder
Fixed incore jupyter kubernetes
Deployed new extractors-geo
Finished working on Tornado EPN damage analysis
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